DESIGN REVIEW AGENDA

- SITE CONDITION
  - EXISTING CONTEXT
  - SITE PLAN & LANDSCAPE
- HOSPITAL ARTICULATION
  - KEY PERSPECTIVES & VIEWS
  - PARKING GARAGE DESIGN
  - SECTIONS & ELEVATIONS
- ZONING AND REGULATION
  - EXPANSION OPTIONS
  - PENTHOUSE VARIANCE
- BLOCK AND STACK PLANS
UHS EXISTING CONTEXT
TYPICAL PATIENT ROOM
UHS VIEW – AMBULATORY (4-LEVEL)
UHS VIEW – VIEW MEN’S SHELTER (SECOND FLOOR)
UHS – GARAGE SECTION - SOUTH
UHS – GARAGE PLANS
(509 SPACES – 28 ADA, 109 COMPACT, 364 STD.)
UHS – SECTION ELEVATION
ZONING & SCALE DISCUSSION

UHS MLK W SECTION – 3-LEVEL TOWER

UHS MLK W SECTION – 4-LEVEL TOWER
UHS – SECTION ELEVATION
ZONING & SCALE DISCUSSION

UHS MLK W SECTION – 3-LEVEL TOWER

UHS MLK W SECTION – 4-LEVEL TOWER
UHS – BLOCK & STACK PLANS
BASEMENT

[Diagram of basement plans with areas labeled, such as Materials, Clean Dock, Soiled Dock, Mechanical, Lab, Engineering, and Staff Entry.]